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SUMMARY 

The load distribution on a 48.5-fto span timbem deck-steel 
girder bridge built to the Virginia Depar•tment of Higohways and 
Transportation standard SS-4 requir.ements was investmgated under 
two conditions. The first condition was concemned with the load 
distribution when the timber deck fastenems weme tight •nd the 
second condition involved investigating the load distribution 
when the fasteners were loosened •n sevemal stages° 

The results of the study indicated that the live load str•esses 
were of the same general order of magnitude •and that the latemal 
load distribution was generally the same whethem the dec• plank 
fasteners were loose om tight. The load distribution factor 
currently used fo• the interior girders was found to be too high, 
whereas the procedure used for distribution of the load to the 
exterior girders was slightly low. It is recommended that con- 
sideration be given to using a load distribution factor of S for 
the evaluation of both the intemior and exterior girders of F timber 
deck-steel girder bridges similar to the one investigated° Com- 
par•ed to current procedumes, this modification would result in 
a 20% reduction in the live load distribution to the interior 
girders and a 28% increase in the distribution to the exterior 
girders° 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years a safety inspection program for evaluating 
and rating bridges has been required by the Department of Trans- 
portationo Concurrent w•th the continuous evaluation program the 
load limits on many secondary road b•idges are determined and the 
structures are posted for, load limits wher•e r•equiredo In this 
program, the load limits being posted on many timber deck bridges 
are lower than the loads these structures have sometimes carried 
in the past° In many instances these load limits force heavy trucks camrying stone, concrete, etco, to ta•e circuitous routes to get to 
thei• destinations or •educe their loads and make additional trips° 
Obviously, some road users cannot understand the reasons for the 
load limits when pr:eviously some structures had car<•ied the loads 
that are now considered to be e×cessiveo Thus, the mor,,e restr•ictive 
load limits h, ave in some cases been questioned and felt to be •oo 
low and unwar•ranted• 

In addition to the fact that the load limits are more restric- 
tive on some structures than those, that were previously allowed, 
some engineers, feel that information is. iac•{•.ng concerning the load 
distribution on the standard steel beam-timber deck br•idge that is 
in use on many of V ir•ginia's secondar.y and, in some instances, higher 
classification roads. Although most of the timber dec• structures 
in Virginia are located on secondary moads, there are an impressive 
number in service° Roughly hal•f the bridges (approximately 900) in 
one of Virginia's eight highway districts, for example, are timber 
deck type structures. While many of these are of very short length, 
it is apparent that a large number of timber decked-steel girder 
bridges are in service in Virginia when all eight highway districts 
a•e considered° Thus, it is apparent that the ratings and evalua- 
tions of highway bridges in service .involve a large number of timber 
deck structures with many of these having restrictive load limits 
posted• 



Somg. general research, as well as investigations of the 
load distribution on timber bridges, has been conducted° (1,2,3,4) 
Most of this r•esearch has dealt with timber deck-timber girder 
type stmuctures although one laboratory study conducted by 
Agg and Nichols(5) 

was concemned with wood floors on steel f!oom 
3o•sts. There have been no •nown investigations, however, of 
the load distribution on in-service timber deck-steel girder 
bridges like those used in Virg•niao 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

Many variables could have some infl.uence on the load dis- 
tribution characteristics of timber decked bridges. Since it is 
vir•tua!ly impossible to investigate the effects of many variables 
when working with in-service structures, only the load distribution 
to the steel girders and the effects of floor fasteners were investi- 
gated in this initial study. Consequently, a structure that carries 
very little t•affic was selected, for static load tests to determine 
the following" (I) The actua]• vso the specification load distri- 
bution factors for various later•al positions of a truck loading 
positioned on the span to develop maximum moment at midspan, and 
(2) the effect on the load distribution to the steel girders of 
loosening the floor systems' fasteners. 

Since loosening of the floor fasteners can readily occur due 
to factors such as aging and localized c•ushing of the floor planlks 
adjacent to the fasteners, this •ariable was included in the study° 

An additiona]• purpose of the investigation was to assess the 
desir•abi!ity of testing a second structure to include the effects 
o•f some other variables such as skews, plank thickness, and l.ane 
width° It was expected that the results of the measur•ements taken 
on one wooden deck bridge would help determine the need for addi- 
tional field study and testing. 

The work was limited to the testing of one standard Virginia 
Highway and Transpor•tation Department wooden floor-steel girder 
bridge under static live load (without impact). Determined during 
the stud•y were. the stresses in the steel girders resulting from 
the various l•oading sequences (described later] and the load dis- 
tribution to the steel girders as developed from the strain data° 
The stresses, and load distribution characteristics of the str•ucture 
under several situations of loosened floor fasteners weme incl.uded 
in the scope of the work. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE BRIDGE INVESTIGATED 

A two-lane, 48o5-fto simple beam span (Figure i) that 
carmies Rte. 715 across the South Fork of the Rockfish •River 
in Nelson County was selected for study. This structure has a 
23-fto roadway and was built approximately five years ago to 
replace a bridge washed out during the 1969 flood• The dimensions 
and material sizes on the structure conform very closely to the 
standard Virginia SS-4 plan for wooden floor steel, beam bridges 
that are designed fom H20 loading. The nominal 5 in. x i0 ino 
floom planks are attached to the steel girders with the standard 
fasteners shown in Figume 2, The fastener bolts are insemted 
thmough pmedrilled holes in the planks and locked to the upper flange of each gimder in the s•aggered amrangement shown in 
Figure 3o 

The superstructure of the bridge is composed of 14-21 WF 68 
steel beams spaced 19-3/4 in. on centers for the interior bays 
and 24 inches on centers for•the first two exterior bays on each 
side of the span (Figure 4)° Only 6 of the •,4 girdem, same anchored 
to the abutments as indicated in Figure 4o All others s•mp!y rest 
on the abutments. 

The total length of the bridge deck was composed of 64 wooden 
planks w•,th 2 of these • on each end of the span resting on 
the abutment backwall rather than on the steel girders. The 
actual dimensions of the floor planks were approximately 4-3•/4 ino x 
9-•./2 in., and the center portion of the width of the deck 
was cover•ed with a 3/4-ino bituminous wearing surface, as shown 
in Figure 4o 

bearing 
Exp. 

52.17' (15.90 m) 

14-21 WF 68 steel beams 

Figure i. Elevation view of the steel gi•der 
wooden floor bridge investigated° 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND LOADING 

Ins tr.umen•at ion 

The Rteo •s15 bridge was instr..ument=d with 16 e•ectsica 
r•esistance SR.-• wi•e type •<r, ain •a•es attached <o the 
and uppe• flanges of <he s reel •ir:.der•s a< <be se!ec<ed 
indicaeed {n Figure • <ince pr.:e•imfnar-y ca]culat{•n< had 
ca•ed that the most hizh!y str•essed members under !oadin• would 
be the___ exterior: and fiPst• in•e•ior girder <,•,, the. f=•s:.•.• 3 g.•r•der:s on 

one side of the structur:e were all gagedo Because of the close 
beam spacing it was not considered necessary to gage all of the 
remaining gir•ders. Therefox•e• str•:ain gages, wer•e applied to the 
lower flanges, of 8 of the gir;der•s and are des l•gna•ed as L ! th:•ough 
L8 in Figure 4• Upper- flange gages, designa•ted as U I through U6, 
were placed on .• selected girders. A gage, WI, was placed on 
web of one member and another gage was placed on •he under•s 

=•oor plank at a d{stance halfway be•ween •he adjacent, suppo•-.t ng 
girders 

A•.I o.f the str.ain gages, were placed, on the gir, ders a•: m•dspan. 
AI hu.•ugh th•:s location is no.t the maximum moment io•:at=on for 
truc!• axle configur.ations, the axle dimensions on the truck tha• was 
used for loading purposes was not known at the time the gages. 
being applied• The strains .obtained during th=• •es.• •<•• 

•, 
•h••e•cr•e,• 

would be slightly iower at midspan than :rhos.e that migh,.• hav•e been 
obtained had the gages been placed at the maximum moment point• 
This diff:er•ence, however, is slightly •ess than I% and Os no< s•g-- 
nificantly related to the ob•ectives of t•he inve.st•ga•.io•n• 

Truck Loading 

A privately owned dump t•uck, which is normally con<;r:acted 
for Vir•gin•[a's Depa•tmen•: of Highways and. T.ransportati•on haul g, 
was used tn• apply axle loads to ,•he br • •ge. The •-r-u4c/k was. =oad_ed 
width cr•ushed stone and the fr•ont and •e.ar axle we{ghts, as we!! 
as the total weight, wer•e re.corded at a nearby roc}• quar:ry• The 
truck axle dimensions and average axle loads ar•e detafle4 in Fs•gu•e 

The tr•uck loading wa:s nearly the same as the type 3 
loading designated in the Manua• fo• Maintenance inspec•Oon 
Bridges• )•6 The •;ype 3 unit loading has a total weigh< of 
whereas the tr, uc.k• used in th•s study we-•"ghed 22•7 to•.so The dis- 

C' +• tahoe between the front and the f•rst r:ear ax.•e f the uck used, 
however •, was i•67 ft• sho•ter than •he• 15. f+• de<•gnated• •o• •he 
type 3 unit. Thus, for the 48•5 ft• span investigated the •Loading 
used produced midspan moments in. the gir•der•s +chat were ver-y close 
to those that would be developed by the type 3 legal load 
(9567 •ln.-k•i_ps actually applied vs• 2524 in•k•ps for type 
opposed to the other legal .load•ng types descr•ibed in the manual, •6) 
it should be noted that the type 3 unit will develop the maximum 
moment in a 48•5 ft• span• 
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Figure 5. Axle dimensions and average axle loads on the truck 
used for loading the bridge. 



Since the loading tests weme conducted over a three-day 
period, the weight of the tr•uck was rechecked several times dur•ing 
this period to monito• possible load shifting and moistur•e accum•.•- 
lation or evaporation in the crushed stone° Although the axle 
weights varied several hundred pounds between weighings• the small 
variations in relation to the t•t•l axle weights had no significant 
effect on the strains recorded fom the vamious tr•uck positions, on 
the bridge deck° Thus, the axle loads shown in Figume 5 am.e. the 
avemage for the thmee-day test period° 

Loadin@ Procedure 

The truck was initially positioned on the span in sevemal 
longitudinal and !ater•a! positions to check for possible malfunc- 
tioning of the str•ain gages and to expemimentally determine the 
longitudinal position of the wheel loads •equired to develop maxi- 
mum strains at midspan• As would be expected, the maximum strains 
occurmed at midspan when the fimst •ear axle (with reference to the 
front axle) was positioned at that point° Positioning the f•rst 
rear axle several inches on either side of midspan, however, had 
little or no effect on the strain readings° 

To determine the load distribut•ion to the steel girder.s under 
various loading conditions, strains were. •ecorded at all gage points 
for a number of lateral positions of the truck° A typica.! loading 
position showing the rear axle with r:eference to the wheel guar@• 
on one side of the bridge is illustrated in Figure 4. Although 
the sidewalls of the truck tires we•.e against the wheel guard fo-• 
the particular loading position illustrated, the ti.•e treads bearing 
on the deck sur•face were 2 in. from the guar•d. The remaining iareral 
positions of the truc• with reference to the face of a wheel guard 
are tabulated in Table Io Minor variations in the lateral position 
of the tmuck of usually less than an inch occurred when <.he veh•c:•e 
was repositioned for each loading series° A typical view of the 
truc• being positioned on the timber decked bridge is shown in 
Figur•e 6. 

Strains were recorded at all gage points for each of the 
lateral loading positions when all of the deck plank fasteners were 
tight. When all of the fasteners weme loose, and for several con- 
ditions where only those at certain girders were loosened, strains 
were recorded at all gages for some selected loading position° 
From these strain da•ta, stresses, moments, and load distribution 
factors were calculated. 



Table I 

Lateral Positions of the Truck Loading with Reference to 
the Wheel Guard on One Side of the Superstructure 

Position No. 

i0 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

Distance to edge of rear axle tire 
tread nearest the wheel guard• ft. 

0.17 

0°63 

0°75 

1o83 

2°25 

2.83 

3o17 

4°O0 

4°50 

5.08 

6.42 

8o17 

9.75 

14.08 

Figure 6. The truck being positioned on the 48.5 ft. 
timber deck span to obtain maximum moment at 
midspan of the steel girders° 



RESULTS 

General 

The moments, stresses• and distribution factor, s repor••ted 
are those develope• only by the static live loading applied to 
the timber: deck-steel girde• br•idge0 No dead load moments, or impact factoms are included. Therefore, if one is interested 
in the total stresses that might be developed in each of the 
instrumented gimdems for a particular truck loading position, 
they could be found by adding in the dead load moments and 
applying the appr•opriate impact factor •0o29 in this case) to the 
actual, live load moments or, stresses• To satisfy the main pur- 
poses of the study, i oeo, investigating the load_ distr.ibution for 
var•ious lateral !,oading positions and for various loosened plank 
fastener, situations, the. live load moments and stresses are all 
that need be considered. 

By applying one line of wheels from the actual axle loads 
(Figure 5• to the 48°5 ft. span a maximum live load moment at mid- 
span of 2,567 in o-kips can be obtained If all of this +• 

capPied by a sinsle 8i•dep wi•h no latep•! load dis•ributg•oN occur- Pins• a stress of 18.85 ks i would be developed in •hat membero 
Considerable la%epal load distribution %akes piace• of coupse• and 
it was found %hat %he h•shes% stresses developed on ,•he inter P girders of the bridge were on the order of 6•0 ksi cr !esso The 
highest stress developed for. all of the lateral axle positions on 
the span was 7.22 ksi and this occur•ped at an ezterioP beam when 
the fasteners on gir•ders 1-5 were loosened and the tread of the 
nearest tire was 9 in• from the curb as shown eariier in Figur•e 4• 
In this case the resultant of the load (placed on the bridge by the 
two wheels of one side of a rear axle) would fall midway between 
T:he exterior and the first interior girders, which ar•e spaced • f• 
apa•.t 

Some of the typical representative results of the investiga- 
tion are presented in Figures 7 through I0• In each of these 
figures the midspan stresses on the lower flanges, of the steel 
girders are shown for both the tightened and loosened floor, fastener. 
conditions. For those gir•ders in the span that were not instru- 
mented, the stress distribution shown in Figurines '7-10 is assumed 
to be linear between the adjacent girders° 
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Figure 7. Lateral midspan stress distribution produced by 
the truck loading at position i. 
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Figure 8. Lateral midspan stress distribution produced by 
the truck loading of position 4. 
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Figure 9. Lateral midspan stress distribution produced by truck 
loading at position ii. 
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Figure i0. Lateral midspan stress distribution produced by the 
truck loading at position 13. 
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These data show several things. [irst, the live load. 
stresses resulting from the truck ioadings ar•e later•.aily dis- 
tributed in a reasonably consistent manner even with the fasteners 
loosened. Seco:ndly• the live load stmesses in the steel gir•ders 
ar•e r•easonably low. While design str•.esses must include dead load 
and impact, the maximum stress r,•ecorded on the intemior•, gir•ders 
was only 31% of the 20 ksi allowable fom A36 steel° In most 
instances the maximum stresses r•ecorded for the intemior gir•ders 
were on the order of 25-305 of the total allowable° Normally, 
load str•esses on the order of 40-50% of the total allowable are not 
unreasonable° Lastly, loosening of the deck plank fasteners does 
not have a ve•.y significant effect on either the magnitude or the 
lateral distribution of the str•esses• G ir•der number 5, as •esignated 
in Figure 4, had the highest inc•ease in stress when the fasteners 
were loosened° Data given in Figure iI show this lncr•ease in stress 
for the •five loading positions for which data were recor•de@_o The 
maximum increase in stress was 15% when the tr:uck was at loading 
position 4o Fo• the other girder•s the stress increase was less 
than that observed on girder number. 5 and in many instances, as 

can be seen in Figur•es 7-10, the stresses •er'e less than those 
recorded when all the fasteners were tight 

Since only one truck was used to load the bridge, the s<•ess 
data from loading one s°de of the symmetrical structur:.e were super- 
impose@• on •those obtained from loading the opposite side •o determine 
the maximum stmesses, assuming both lanes were loaded. Fr-om •he 
face of the wheel guard on each si•e of the bridge load•ng positions 

• and 7 in Tabi• 1 wer•e super•impos=d As equivalen + to numbers 2, 
•, 

shown in Figur•es 12-14, a mazimum str•ess of 6.3 ksi wa obtained 
on the exte•.ior gir:.der:s •nd 5. o9 •si on the inter•ior ones• 

Stresses developed on the lower side of the upper flanges of 
the girders were, of the s.ame order of magnitud•e as those recor•ded 
on the lower flanges. While in some instances the s<:r•.esses on the 
uppem flange of a pa•ticu!ar gi•d.er would be s li, ghtly highe•.• than 
those, on the lower flange, the variances are probably due to the 
dissimilar locations of the gages and to. localized str•esses deve!- 
oped by the wheel loads and fastener attachments on the top fianges,• 
The highest stress recordtied on an upper flange was 6o74 k:si. 

One strain gage was located on the web of gir•der number ii 
at a distance of 6°4 in f•om the bottom side of the lower:, flange° 
This is at a point appr•oximately 30% of the depth from the bottom 
flange, of the girder° The maximum st•ess developed at th•s point 
was 1o28 ksi when the t•uck was at position 14 on the span• 

A final gage, which was installed on a wooden plank halfway 
between girders 2 and 3, indicate£ a maximum live load str•ess of 
Io04 ksl when the wheel loading was directly above the gage• As- 
suming an allowable bending stress of 1o85 ksi fo• a southern pine 
dense structural 72 gmade ]_umber with a modulus of elasr•:city of 
1o6 x 

106 psi, the stresses developed in the floor plan• appeam 
to be well below that allowab]e• 
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Figure Stress of midspan of girder #5 for various 
positions of the truck loading showing the 
of several loosened fastener conditions. 

lateral 
effect 
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(b) 
Figure 12. (a) Lateral midspan stress distribution produced by 

truck loading positioned at 0.63 ft. (18 in. to 
resultant of nearest wheel line) from the curb for 
single lane loading. 

(b) Midspan stress distribution with both lanes loaded 
by superposition. Each truck is positioned 0.63 ft. 
from the curb in the left and right lanes. 
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5 
• • Position • • • • Position 
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-•'''" 
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Figure 13. Midspan stress distribution with both lanes loaded by 
superposition. Each truck is positioned 2.25 ft. from 
the curb in the left and right lanes. 

7 I' • #Rear Axle # # • • Rear Axle • # 
Position Position 
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Left $ Right Lanes Loaded 

Left Lane Only 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 ii 12 13 14 
Girder Number 

Figure 14. Midspan stress distribution with both lanes loaded by 
superposition. Each truck is positioned 3.17 ft. from 
the curb in the left and right lanes. 
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Load Dist•ibution Factors 

The curment practice of the Virginia Department of Highways 
and Transportation is to distribute the live load moments to the 
interior girders of all timber• plank decked bridges by using a 
factor of S_,whe•e S is the spacing between adjacent girders,. The 
live load 4 is distributed to the exterior gimde•s by using the re- 
action of the wheel load obtained by assuming the flooring to act 
as a simple beam between the exterior and rim, st interior.• girders° 

Load Distribution to Interior Girders 

S For the interior gir•ders the load distribution factor of • 
was found to be conservative in all cases° For the 19o75 in 
interior girder spacing this formula would yield a distribution 
factor of 0o41, and for the 24 in. spacing a factor of 0°50° By 
proportioning the actual loa• moments in the girders to the 2,567 
in o-kip maximum moment applied, it was found that the h•.ghest load 
distribution to interior girders was developed by the two-•ane 
loading shown in F•gure 14• This distribut•on would be 0°322, which 
is equivalent to- Although a higher stress of 6.24 ks i was de- 
veloped on the tSpl2flange of girder number 2, the gimder spacing of 
2 ft. at this location would yield a distribution facto• of 
Considering the remaining !owe• stresses obtained in the 5°88 
investigation, the denominator o.f the formula would be larger. 

For 5 in thick timbe• decked bridges li, ke the SS-4 standa.r•d investigated, these data suggest that a distr•ibution factor• for the 
interior girders of S would be adequate for legal load •imitso 
Noting that the bridg• design specifications (7) generally a•.low 
a decrease in the dist•'ibution factor (increased denominator in the 
distribution factor) for strip and multiple layer fioo•.ing, 
finding could be related to the 5 in floor thickness on the study bridge. 

Load Distribution to Exter•ior Girders 

For the exteriom girdem•s the load distribution factor detem- 
mined by proportioning the load as the reaction of a simple beam 
between the exterior and first interior gimder was found to be in- 
adequate in some instances. Specificall•y, the procedure used. to 
evaluate the exteriom girdems calls for positioning the resultant 
of the wheel line 18 ino fmom the cur.b, as shown in, Figure 15, which 
corresponds to the study loading, position number 2 with the near- 
est tire t•ead 7-i/2 ino from the curb. Using the simple beam 
assumption, a distribution factor of ?•5 

or 0.315, would be obtained. 
24 
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The maximum stress in the exterior girdem was found to be 6.29 ks i 
(Figure 12), which is equivalent tO a moment of 880.39 ino-kips. 
Proportioning this moment to the maximum live load moment of 2,567 
in.-kips results in a distribution factor of 0.343. Therefore the 
load distribution factor obtained by current procedumes is too low 
by approximately 9%. When the resultant of the wheel line is posi- 
tioned at 19-1/2 in. from the curb, the simple beam distribution 
factor is 15% lower than that obtained fmom the load tests. As 
the load is positioned further f•om the curb and closer to the 
first interior gir•der the distribution factor calculated by this 
procedure would approach zemo. 

6.62' 

• 
7½" 

Figure 15o Wheel line positioned such that the resultant 
would be 18 in. f•om the face of the curb• (This 
is equivalent to loading position numbem 2, Table !.) 

If it is assumed that the load is positioned at 2 in. from 
the curb (study position number i), the resultant of the wheel 
line would be midway between the exterior and the first interior 
girder. Using the simple beam procedure, a distribution factor 
of 0.50 would be obtained. The maximum stress for this loading 
position was 7.22 ksi giving a moment of 1,010.22 in.-kips, 
which can be proportioned to the 2,567 in.-kips to obtain an 
actual distribution factor of 0.39. Therefor•e the simple beam 
distribution is conservative for the 2 in. truck loading position. 
Obviously, the choice of the loading position to be used for the 
distribution factor calculation is critical as it will determine 
whether the results are conservative or liberal. 
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In the for•egoing examples, moving the loading posi•ion fr•om 7½ ino to 2 ino fr•om the cur•} changes the calculated simple beam 
distribution facto•r from 0•315 to 0050: and the actual fr•om 0034•3 
to 0°39° Thus, fo• the 5½ in• lateral change of wheel load position 
the actual change in load d±sts•.ibution was much less than that cal- 
culated by the simple beam reaction pr•.ocedureo Noting that the 
0°343 and 0•39 factoms can be transformed respectiveiYstC 

• 8----• and S 
it is appament that a gener•al distr•ibution factor of 

5 could be used° The use of a standam•d _S distribution factor for the exterior girders would be more •epr•ese•ative of the load d•strObution 
variations observed in this inve•tigation• 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

From the results o • the load tests conducted on. the Vir•'ginia 
Standard SS-a timber, deck-steel gir•der br•idge desc.r•bed earthier in 
this repor•+•,,, the following co, nc•as.i•ns• • are •nd•catedo• 

io The live load st<resses •esulting from the ::ruck 
loading are laterally distr.ibuted in much the 
same manner whethe•.r the deck plank• .fastener, s 
are tight o• loose° 

For. similar loading positions the stresses in the girder, s ar.e nearly the same, in most instances, 
with the, floor fasteners loose or •:ight•, While scme girders are actually str, essed slightly less for some loading positions when •,he fasteners ar•e !oosened• the 
ma•ximum increase in stress of 15% was found on g"rder 
number 5. The maximum str:ess on t;his gf•rder., with 
the fasteners loose, however, was consider, ably less 
than the maximum recorded on other, girders with the 
fasteners tight° 

For the intemior girders the V irginiasPracrice of 
using a load distr•ibution factor c:f • was. found 
to be conservative in all cases. An analysis of 
the data obtained from the truck loadingsinvestiga•iion 
suggests that a distribution factor of • would be 
less conservative but adequate for the. legal load limits 
currently allowed. A possible explanation for this, 
resul•t is suggested in the repo•to 

4. For the exte•.ior gir•der:•s, the V•r•ginia practice of 
positioning the •esu!tant of a wheel line 18 in• from 
the curb and distributing the., load by p•opor<ioning it 
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as the reaction of a simple beam between the adjacent 
girders was found to be slightly inadequate• The 
distribution factor obtained fr•om this pm:ocedure was 
found to be appmoximately 9% too low. An analysis of 
•ther loading positions in the a•ea between the fir, st 
and second gir•de•sSsuggests that the use of a distri- 
bution factor• of --Would be m•Pe realistic than the 
current pr•ocedure •5 used •n the extem, io• girder, s• 

It should be noted once again that the fomegoing conclus•<ons 
apply only to bridges that conform to the dimensions of the standard 
SS-4 wooden plank deck-stee• girder-b•idge with a 5 in. floor thick- 
ness With pr•opem judgment the r•esults could have implications for 
s imi :k• conditions on other wooden deck-steel gArder stru•tureso 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

•t•_ is recommended :hat the Bridge Division and the •,Rtructures 
Research Advisory Committee consider the advisability of using a 
load distribution factor of S for the evaluation of both the in- 
terior and exterior gir•ders 5 of timber decked-steel gir•der bridges, 
which have a nominal 5 floor pl, ank thickness and comply with 
the standard girder spacings designated for these type str•uctur•,es• 
As compared to curr•ent pPocedures this approach would be less, 
conservative: giving a 20% reduction in live load dis<•r•but•on 
to the interior g•rder•s, and more conser•vative, with a 28% increase 
in live load distr•ibution to the exterior girders 
deemed desirable to continue using the cur•sent load distribution 
pmocedures, no fu•sther study of these type str•uc<ur,es wcu<•d be 
•equired• If consideration is given to changing cur, rent prac<ice• 
however, additional study and/or ve•mification of the r•esults ob- 
tained in this investigation may be desirable• 
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